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Family Life – Proposal 1
u

Hold a separate Lajna meeting once a quarter:
I.

To study the book “Domestic Issues and their Solutions”

II.

Engage in the talking points

III.

Explore the practical tools.

u

Establish ground rules beforehand – confidentiality, nonjudgmental etc. – (important)

u

Select a Family Life mentor to conduct these meetings

u

The aim is to reach everyone

u

Send me a report after each quarters’ meeting

Proposal 1 Implementation is at two levels:
1.

We will learn from Huzoor’s ab discourses in
Domestic Issues and Their Solutions – read the
book and discuss it in depth.

2.

We will also learn from ‘other’ resources to improve
our communications and emotional intelligence from simple practical tools to more in depth
counseling work as needed. All the suggestions in
this PowerPoint are simple practical tools.

Family Life
u

Quarter 1: a very important beginning…
u

TAQWA / Qawl-e-Sadid – the straight forward word

u

Establish Congregational Prayer in your home

If we can understand the importance of TAQWA, ‘the straight forward
word’ and Congregational Prayer, the way will be made easy for us.
u

Quarter 2:
u

A garment for each other / controlling anger

u

Improve listening skills and conversation styles to avoid family
conflicts, disputes and estrangements.

u

Improve emotional intelligence

PRACTICAL TOOLS - TO IMPROVE
COMMUNICATIONS & EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
PART ONE - Simple ways to awaken self-awareness in our habits
of communication:
1. Shift vs Support
u
u

A shift response – shifts the focus of a conversation towards you
and away from whomever you are speaking with (ego based)
A support response – moves the focus away from yourself, and
towards the other person.

(Resources for Part 1: Emotional Intelligence by Bill Murphy, Justin Bariso, Celeste Headlee)

PRACTICAL TOOLS
Example of shifting the conversation to yourself:
Your husband comes home late and says:
u

“I’ve had a really long day…” and begins to recount some
challenges

u

Your response, “My day was really stressful…” and you
continue with your challenges

How can we change this kind of response to be more supportive?

PRACTICAL TOOLS
2. A Successful Strategy:
AVOID PHRASES LIKE:
u

"I know exactly how you feel."

u

"I've been through this before."

u

"I completely understand; or, I get it.”

REPLACE THEM WITH:
u

I'm so sorry that happened."

u

"I can only imagine how you may feel."

u

"Thank you for sharing this. I am with you, feel free to speak….”

The truth is we can’t really know the other’s experience, we can only empathize and connect.

PRACTICAL TOOLS
3. You Always… You Never…
These phrases are as likely to suggest something about yourself
rather than the other person:
u

"You always ignore me."

u

"You never clean up after you."

u

"You always make everything about you."

Be mindful and intentional. The core of what you are saying is
likely about the other person’s effect upon you.

PRACTICAL TOOLS
4. I don’t want to fight, but…
No matter what you say after this, it could be replaced with
"...but I'm going to say something that could start a fight.”
Similar to:
u

"I'm not a racist but... I'm about to say something that could be seen as
racist."

u

"I'm not perfect but... I'm about to say something that suggests I'm a little
bit better than somebody else.”

The "I don't want to" phrase is really just about making you feel
better for bringing it up.

PRACTICAL TOOLS
Be Intentional…
What do think of the following approach?
Ø

"I don't want to start a fight, but I’ve had enough of this mess.
Unless it is cleared by the end of today I’m throwing it in the
garbage”

Understand the effect of your language. Be in control of your
emotions. Let your emotions work for you, not against you.
How could you rephrase the above frustration?

PRACTICAL TOOLS
SUMMARY OF PART 1, examples 1

–4

We are usually not aware that our dialogue might be offending or at
least lack understanding
u

We learn to distinguish between ego and empathy

u

We practice avoiding alienating language and we increase in
empathy and connectedness.

To conclude this section please watch The Importance of Empathy at the following link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzPMMSKfKZQ (3.5 mins)

PRACTICAL TOOLS
PART TWO - ABC MODEL
A - EVENT, B - THOUGHTS, C - EMOTIONS
Thoughts are usually: positive, negative, neutral, or mixed.
u

One can pause and reflect about one’s emotions to decrease
anger and frustration.

u

Strive to be more positive and forgiving in your thought
process to bring out softer emotions in regard to the event.

ABC Model:
A Event, B Thoughts, C Emotions
Examples:
u

Reactive: “How dare she do that!

u

Reflective: “She thinks she’s trying to help me.”

u

Reactive: “How stupid can he be?”

u

Reflective: “He's human. I understand we all make mistakes."

ABC Model: A Event, B Thoughts, C Emotions
The "Should Rule"
u

We have rules and expectations for other people’s behavior. If they are not
filled then we feel anger, frustration, and guilt.

For instance:
u “She
u

should listen to me,”

“They should stay out of my way,”

u

But we cannot control other people or bring instant change.

u

We can only control ourselves. Practice asking ourselves:
u 1)

What do I want in the long run?

u 2)

What constructive steps can I take in that direction?

To diffuse a situation and bring about a healthy change, we can start with
ourselves and be part of the solution.

ABC Model: A Event, B Thoughts, C Emotions
For Example:
Daughter-in-law says to mother-in-law:
“You are constantly complaining about how I don't do anything!
u Reframe:
“I realize it's important to you that we both work at finding some
solution to this issue”
u

The emphasis is now on common ground rather than differences. Work
needs to be done so the common ground for both their complaints is to
seek "cooperation" to get the work finished.

ABC Model: A Event, B Thoughts, C Emotions
Reframing:
u

Positive reframing can certainly reduce negative thoughts
and damage and put things into a healthier perspective.

u

You also look at things differently from another perspective

u

It becomes easier to make the change when the other person is
not put on the defensive.

PRACTICAL TOOLS
PART THREE - NON-VIOLENT COMMUNICATION &
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
This system offers communication skills materials:
u

to understand each other better

u

to connect more easily

u

to speak more honestly

u

to listen compassionately

u

and to foster goodwill
groktheworld.com

NONVIOLENT COMMUNICATION
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NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
u

Look at the scenario in four ways:
u

Blame the other

u

Blame yourself

u

Sense your own feelings / needs

u

Guess the other persons feelings / needs

Learn how to change Jackal dialogue to Giraffe Conversation

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
Scenario 1:
Asma’s mother-in-law gets up very early in the morning and
starts cleaning her fridge. She is lying in bed, and anger starts
developing in her mind as she can hear her mother in law
sorting the contents of her fridge.

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
u

Chair 1: Oh my God, what is wrong with her? Why does she have to
get up that early and why is she going through my fridge?

u

Chair 2: I should have sorted out the fridge last night, I am such a
mess, I was so tired last night…I don’t feel like going in the kitchen
now arghh!

Chair 1 & 2 – we spend much of our time trying figure out who is at fault

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
In Chair 3, I need to connect with myself, I close my eyes and think of all the
sensations that are going through my body and label them. Then I connect them
to needs underneath.
u

Chair 3: I feel angry / annoyed because of my need to have privacy/ space.
I feel frustrated because of my need to relax and not to worry and sleep.

I feel uncomfortable lying here in bed because of my need to care for my
mother-in-law.

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
Chair 4: If everything I do and say is because I’m trying to care for my needs,
then that is also true for the other person. In chair 4 I get curious about what
feelings and needs must be coming up for the other person.
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE FEELINGS AND IMPORTANT NEEDS OF THE
MOTHER –IN- LAW ARE?
u

Is she feeling bored because she needs to make use of her time?

u

Is she doing it because of her need for order?

u

Is she doing it because of her need to contribute / help the family?

u

Is she doing it because of her need of self-worth? ( Is she is trying to fix my
mess, and sort it according to her standards – which she happens to believe is
the RIGHT way and that’s OK, because it’s her perspective.)

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
IMPORTANT TO KEEP IN MIND:
u

We are not implying that either of the chairs are wrong or right.

u

It’s quite normal to have our minds thinking from Chair 1 and
Chair 2 whenever a conflict arises.

u

The important thing is to pause and recognize where our mind is in
the moment.

u

This awareness is the beginning and then we can then decide where
we want to go from here. We can either not do anything about this
situation OR we can make a request.

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
The Jackal part of us uses judgments, criticism, and blaming to
break connection.
u

Jackal ears turn out: judges and blames the other person,
attacks.

u

Jackal ears turn in: judges and criticizes oneself, submits.

u

Giraffe ears turn in takes responsibility for one’s own needs
and feelings.

u

Giraffe ears turn out senses the other party’s needs and
feelings.

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
Scenario 2:
Samia has been at the masjid all day. When she comes home, she
finds the living room to be a mess. Her teenage son, Aamir had
some friends over to watch a football game and they have left
the room in a mess. She calls Aamir and starts telling him loudly
how she does not tolerate his irresponsible behavior and how he
needs to act like a member of the household and keep the house
in order. Aamir rolls his eyes and walks out of the room – this
makes Samia angry and she yells: How dare you walk out of the
room, when I am talking! you are such an ungrateful brat!

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
How would you choose to hear if you were Aamir?
u

Chair 1: (blame the other) Oh, I am ungrateful? How about you? You
think you are perfect?

u

Chair 2: (blame oneself) Oh, I am sorry, I shouldn’t have invited my
friends over. I don’t know what to do? I don’t know how to please my
mom – she is never happy! I feel so worthless.

u

Chair 3: (sensing your own feelings/ needs) Mom, when I hear you say
that, I feel hurt because I need to be seen for who I am.

u

Chair 4: (guessing the other person’s need) Are you feeling angry? Do
you need respect and to be heard?

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
Scenario 3:
Bilal and Sara are sitting at the breakfast table. Sara has made Aloo parathas.
The kids have gone to school and Sara wants to share her plans for the day
with her husband. She starts sharing her plans, however, Bilal is too busy
browsing his phone and pays no attention to her. Sara yells at him.
Jackal Language:
u

Sara: You never listen to me when I am talking to you. You are ignoring me
constantly. You don’t care!

u

Bilal: Yeah right! I listen to you all the time!

u

Sara: How can you listen to me and be on your phone at the same time, Stop
pretending!

u

Bilal: How can you say that, you are so unreal!

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
Pause here to notice the four parts to NVC:
u Observations
u Feelings,
u Needs
u Requests
u
u

It is important to change demands into REQUESTS. Making a
request is Giraffe language. Making a Demand is Jackal Language.
Now see Scenario 3 in Giraffe Language…

NVC – 4 CHAIR EXCERCISE
Scenario 3:
Giraffe Language: Notice these requests “would you be willing…”
u Sara: Bilal, when I see you on your phone while I am talking, I feel
frustrated because I need to be heard. Would you be willing to put
your phone down for 5-10 minutes and hear my plan for the day?
u Bilal: When you ask me to put down my phone while I am reading
an important work-related email, I feel anxious / uncomfortable of
my need to do my job well and contribute at work. I also feel
concerned for your well-being. Would you be willing to wait 5
minutes for me to send this email so that I can give you my full
attention?
(Modified from Peggy Smith’s exercise opencommuniction.org)

NVC - REQUESTS
REQUESTS
u

Are stated in clear, positive language

u

They avoid asking someone to refrain from doing something

u

Ask for a concrete action – that can be done in the present

u

As they are not demands the other can refuse without fear of
retribution

Example 1: Can you stop being annoying in the future?
Example 2: Would you be willing to sit on the couch and listen to me
tell you about my day for 5 minutes?
Example 1 is a demand and vague. Example 2 is a clear request.

NVC - REQUESTS
What’s the difference between a request and a demand?
Requests are open to hearing a response of “no.”
Demands implicitly or explicitly threaten people with blame or punishment
if they fail to comply.
u

We can help others trust that we are requesting, not demanding, by
indicating that we would only want the person to comply if he or she can
do so willingly.

u

The most powerful way to communicate that we are making a request is
to empathize with people when they don’t comply. There is no
judgement or blame.

CONCLUSION
u

These are simple exercises that increase awareness and create
the possibility to PAUSE and REDIRECT oneself. These are
preventive measures, which help to improve communication
skills and emotional intelligence.

u

The second Requirement of Proposal 1 is to create videos to
illustrate the benefit of Counseling.

u

Counseling can be very helpful for everyone but especially in
cases where people face a greater challenge and do not find it
possible to pause in the heat of a conflict.

Proposal 1, Family Life Working Committee
u

Please contact any of the following committee members for help on this material:
u Aziza

Rahman – Los Angeles - naibsadr3@lajnausa.net

u Maham

Mansoor – Silicon Valley - ssnasirat@gmail.com

u Saima

Mumtaz – York / Harrisburg - mamesaab@yahoo.com

u Sahar

Choudhary – Virginia Central - sahar.choudhary@gmail.com

u Bushra

Zatarsht Malik –Virginia Central - bzartasht@gmail.com

u Humaira

Ahmad – Detroit - ahmad.humaira4@gmail.com

u Touba

Khurshid – Austin - toubakhurshid@gmail.com

u Saliha

Malik – Boston (Serving as Committee Chair) – honorary4@lajnausa.net

Jazakallah!

